Frat Boys and Hollywood Sexploitation


Onegin. The aria could not have been more impassioned, but an impetuous and jealous Onegin at Tatyiana's knees, Vaness singing with enormous color to the singing of her voice, was haunting here and drew deeply the essence of Tchaikovsky's score.

In the end all the students get together and give the one up to the police. Like a lot of very bad community, the flavor of community is important here. It's okay to compete against each other when you're doing nothing to do, but when standards figure start happening on our own, we must stick together.

Because Chemical Banks have a lot more credit than you do, getting to the first to seduce a local "major-league" girl. Typical movie-fantasy madness.

GRADUATE STUDENTS CAN PICK UP SOME EXTRA CREDIT IN NEW YORK.

It can be difficult to establish credit while you're still in school. But if you're graduating or have graduated in the past 18 months and are planning to move to New York, you may be eligible for a financial package from Chemical Bank's Young Professionals Program. It includes lines of credit totaling $20,000 from a choice of major bank credit cards and overdraft protection, plus one year of free checking. All you need to qualify is a full-time MBA, JD, MD, or MFA degree and proof of employment.

For more information and application, fill out the coupon or call 1-800-243-6226 Monday through Friday 9-8 EST. For applications on campus posters. Because Chemical Banks deal with a lot more credit than you have.